GOLF’S NEW RULES: AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

The new Rules will be presented in a variety of digital and print formats.

The following three Rules publications will be made available in September 2018.

The Player’s Edition of the Rules of Golf

Primary resource for players
- A shorter, more user-friendly version of the Rules of Golf, written for you, the player
- Includes explanatory images and diagrams
- Available digitally and as pocket-size print publication

The Rules of Golf

Primary resource for officials
- Full version covering all the playing Rules
- Includes explanatory images and diagrams
- Available digitally and as large-size print publication

The Official Guide to the Rules of Golf

Supplementary resource for officials
- Replaces Decisions book and provides long-form guidance to assist with officiating and administration
- Includes the Rules of Golf, Interpretations, Committee Procedures, and Modified Rules of Golf for Players with Disabilities
- Available digitally and as large-size print publication